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FACTS

Arnold and Zena, who although not married have been living together for two years,
have long wanted to open a music shop specialising in jazz recordings. Arnold is a keen
and very accomplished saxophonist with an encyclopaedic knowledge of jazz and Zena
has extensive retail experience including five years as manager of a clothing boutique.
They look round for suitable premises and find a small shop in an arcade the central
business district of Sydney. The owners are the trustees of an obscure charitable trust, the
Uptight Trust. Arnold and Zena form a company wholly owned by them, AZ Jazz Pty Ltd,
for the purposes of trading. The rent is very reasonable and A and Z sign as directors of
AZ Jazz Pty Ltd a lease in standard form and move in.

In order to finance the fitting out of the shop and the purchase of stock, Zena, who is the
business brain of the family, approaches the Friendly Bank. She speaks with Eager, a
senior loan officer, who is very helpful and offers to lend $250,000, $50,000 more than
Zena asks for, to AZ Jazz Pty Ltd. The bank, however, insists on security and asks for a
mortgage over Arnold and Zena's jointly owned (as joint tenants) Glebe terrace house,
which is presently unencumbered (that is, no money is owing on it). Further, because this
is a business loan to a company with few assets the Bank requires Arnold and Zena to
give their personal guarantee. Zena says "I don't think Arnold will be very keen about
that". Eager says "Don't worry, just send him in and I'll get him to sign".

Arnold visits the Bank. Eager tells him that the personal guarantee is just a formality and
the Bank never tries to enforce them anyway. He points out that the house is valued at
$500,000 and the loan is only for $250,000, so the Bank has more than adequate
security. "This personal guarantee thing is just the Bank being a bank" he says.
Reassured, Arnold signs the personal guarantee under which he and Zena have joint and
several liability (if one can't pay the other is liable for the lot). He does not however sign
the mortgage (which Zena has already signed on behalf of her self only). Eager, by the
way, gets a performance bonus of $5000 for securing the business.

AZ Jazz opens, and for a while does well. The shop is right opposite the Just Jazz
restaurant, a major Sydney jazz venue. AZ Jazz Pty Ltd orders some state of the art sound
and video equipment for demonstrator use in the store from Megasound Ltd.

Unfortunately (except for the lawyers) things go sour. First the Megasound equipment
turns out to be unsuitable despite representations to the contrary by their salepersons.
Several customers have complained of becoming deaf after listening to jazz played
through headphones provided by Megasound and one customer has sued the shop for
$100,000, alleging music-induced deafness. This is a serious matter for the customer,
who is a piano-tuner and dependent on her hearing for a living. Arnold, who as
merchandise manager is in charge of stock, has the instincts of a collector rather than a
dealer, and manages to buy far too much, and the overdraft loan is soon at $600,000 (the
Bank has simply ignored the breach of the $250,000 limit). AZ Jazz Pty Ltd gets behind
in the rent and is $100,000 in arrears.

Zena approaches the landlord, the trustees of the Uptight Trust. They agree not to
exercise their power to evict for non-payment of rent if AZ Pty Ltd agrees to recommence
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paying rent and agrees to a schedule for paying the arrears. The Bank however is not so
accommodating and demands immediate payment of the entire loan.

A few days after speaking with the trustees lena gets a phone call from their secretary. It
seems that the trustees were unaware that Al Jazz Pty Ltd (despite the name) was selling
music. The Uptight Trust was founded by an eccentric millionaire who believed that all
modern music was the work of the devil and the trust is prevented for renting to anyone
connected with the sale of such music, especially jazz. The trustees therefore regard the
lease as void on the ground that they were mistaken as to their power to enter into it.
Nevertheless they demand immediate payment of all the rent overdue, due now, or
payable in the future under the lease.

By now Arnold and lena are convinced they need a lawyer and you are consulted.

QUESTION.

Advise Arnold and lena




